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The READER

Dear Lenny,
Because I do believe in our crusade to save the [H/Z] 8- 

bit aachines, I [have] sent copies of the enclosed letter to 
all the vendors listed in the last [V5:3] edition of the 
SE8HC JOURNAL. [See text of Corky’s letter below. — ed]

Keep up the good work Lenny!

"CORKY" C E KIRK jr, 270 Kapualam Street, Hilo, HI 96720

"Gentleaen:
"On-going coaaents in the Society of Eight Bit Heath Coa- 

puterists aonthly newsletter (SE8HC JOURNAL) out of Ann Arbor 
Michigan, and wore currently in the October 1990 issue (Vol- 
uae V, Nuaber 3), talk of the need for support of the 
suppliers who are supplying products to the 8-bit area of the 
coiputer hobby.

"Editor Leonard 'Lenny' Geisler, along with his correspon
dents continue to keep readers up-to-date on things happening 
to our 'senior-citizen' computers in their day-to-day lives. 
Their references to Heath hardware and the repair thereof has 
been augmented by suppliers such as yourselves who have re- 
aade soie of the boards or have iade the next generation of 
hardware available.

"This is a letter of 'Thanks’ to you for your efforts in 
our behalf.

"Sincerely, 
/s/ C E Kirk, jr."

[Well, thank you, Corky, for taking tiae froi your very busy 
schedule to send your circular letter to all our still-in- 
business vendors! Now, if those sate vendors will take a 
little of their own tiae to lake up and send us one or lore 
7-inch wide by 9-inch high black-and-white "reproducible" 
advertising copy sheets, we shall be delighted to print 
it/thea FREE OF CHARGE in future editions of the SEBHC JOUR
NAL. In this dog-eating-dog world, vendors and clients both 
need all the Mutual help there is available—and then soee! 
We are here, doing our best, but you vendors eight send us a 
line or two of your own for publication because you’ll get a 
*FREE* one-year subscription if we print your article. — ed]

Dear Lenny,
Enclosed you’ll find ey renewal cheque. Keep up the good 

work...at least soeeone still supports the old 8-bit aachines 
—although it seees that Zenith doesn’t want to!

If you [or a JOURNAL subscriber] has a need for it, I have 
an extra copy of HDOS 2.0 which I’a willing to donate To The 
Cause and if you want it, I can send it to you. It has the 
original aanual, discs and all, but it’s in hard-sector 
foraat.

Thanks again! Also, hats off to all those who still sup
port the H/Z 8-bit line of aachines. Shall they live long 
(as well as their aachines)!

DAVE SACKOVICH, 7963 Eaton Street, Arvada, CO 80003

’S MAILBOX

[Hey, Dave! Thanks for so generously offering up your extra 
copy of HDOS 2.0. We don’t need it here, but surely there’s 
soae deserving H/Z 8-bit user who’s willing to take it off 
your hands for the “handling and shipping cost" of—say, $35. 
Also, this is an excellent season for soaeone new to coapu- 
ters to start out learning how to run their ‘senior aachine" 
with soae very good "senior operator" helping thea get that 
HDOS 2.0 systea up’n running. We think that it’s best that 
whoaever wants or needs your HDOS 2.0 very badly will contact 
you directly, Really Soon Now! And please keep us inforaed, 
y’all hear?! — ed]

Dear Lenny,
I’a looking for Microsoft’s BASIC COMPILER on 5.25" hard- 

sector HDOS discs. Do you think the JOURNAL can help ae lo
cate a copy? If possible, I’d like to get an un-registered 
copy which I would then register with Microsoft before using 
it.

Presently I have a CP/M soft-sector version, but since I 
don’t use that operating systea, it hasn’t been used at all. 
If there's anyone interested, please contact ae at the below- 
listed address by wail, or by CoapuServe Eaail—ay IDI is 
73770,2333.

Thanks!

MARK HUNT, c/o USPHS Alaskan Native Hospital, Barrow, AK 
99723; phone, 907-852-9257 (30 sec answering aachine)

[Greetings, Mark! You’re right close to good ole Sandy Claws 
up there in Alaska; what do you hear froa hia? Any exciting 
8-bit news, whatever?! We have Microsoft’s HDOS BASCOM which 
we ARE NOT willing to part with because we’re still trying to 
get it to work for us! We also have the CP/M BASCOM-80 
version and have tried to get it to work, also with Very Con
fusing Results. (Why does the ’.A8S or ’.COM file end up 
nearly twice as big as the original M8ASIC prograa?!) We’re 
fairly sure that there’s at least ONE SEBHC JOURNAL reader 
who has that HDOS 2.0 BASCOM set you’re looking for. Do keep 
us inforaed of your progress in the "desperately seeking BAS
COM software" search. — ed]

+ HAPPY HOLIDAYS to All Our Valued Subscribers! ♦

A Happy Word Froa Your Editor: That hornbly-EXPENSIVE ‘Ir
revocable Lease Agreeaent" (for the Canon NP-155 copier we’ve 
been struggling to print your SEBHC JOURNAL on for the past 3 
years) FINALLY EXPIRED! We now have a NEW Canon PC7RE "desk
top" copier, and a just-opened nearby copy shop now aass-pro- 
duces SEBHC JOURNALS—aachine "collating" 4 stapling included 
—aore umforaly, faster and CHEAPER than we ever have. They 
usually finish a 200-copy, 5-sheet edition in under 4 hours!
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Our "ASK RXCK” F e sl t u r e
H19 DISPLAY SPEEDUP-PART TWO 

by N. E. Associate Editor Rick Swenton

[Last month, Rick told you how to take the basic changes to 
your H19/89/90’s Terainal Logic Board (TL8) which result in a 
150k faster (2HC/s to 3NC/s) clock speed and «uch faster dis
play-refresh time, thereby eliminating those horrid "black 
flecks" in the display. Here's the concluding Part Tao of 
his article.]

If you’re now using Superclock, you can piggy-back a 24- 
pin IC socket onto the Superclock IC and plug the 6116 RAH IC 
with its’ bent-out leads into this socket—being sure to 
observe correct IC orientation, of course! Or, if you don’t 
have the Superclock, but would like to have emulation of it, 
you can piggy-back TWO 6116s, with the bottom one having all 
pins in the socket. This produces a "software" Superclock 
where the time display powers up as garbage, but will run and 
display time correctly after setting it. You’ll also enable 
all the other Superclock features such as second screen page, 
and windows. See page 23 of the Superset/Superclock manual 
and set jumper JP2 (JP23) as described there. With Super
clock installed (or the extra 6116), you can leave pin 21 
fully connected between all ICs and the socket, since 
Superclock wiring during installation applies the R/W signal.

For those readers interested in theory: Pin 20 on 6116 is 
the Output Enable line, and is tied to ground (6116 pin 12) 
to enable the 6116 outputs. Pin 18 of the 6116 is the Chip 
Enable line. When low, this line turns on the 6116. Pin 18 
is tied to the 2112 Chip Enable line at pin 13. Finally, pin 
21 of the 6116 is the Read/Wnte control signal which is low 
to Write, and high to Read. This line is connected to the 
2112 R/W line at pin 14.

The 2112 IC is a 256-location memory device. You need two 
of them to get a 256-byte RAH. One takes the lower 4 bits, 
the other takes the higher 4 bits. The 6116 is a 2048-loca- 
tion memory device—a 2k RAH chip, as opposed to the pair of 
2112s (l/4k RAH chips).

The H19 program only needs 256 bytes. To be sure that 
there are no conflicts by having a 2k RAH in a systea which 
uses only 256 byts, I referred to the H19 manual. The pro
gram ROH U437 (U422) occupies addresses zero through 3FFFH-- 
the first 16k of memory. (It’s interesting that even though 
the Superset ROH is a 32k chip (a 27C256), it’s wired so that 
only 12.8k of its’ storage space is accessible. It has to be 
this way unless major changes were made to the TLB.) The 
system RAH occupies addresses 4000H through 40FFH. The only 
other memory in the TLB system is the Display Hemory, occupy
ing addresses F800H through FFFFH. The Display Hemory is 
special because both the Z80 CPU and 6845 CRT controller can 
access this memory. The Program ROH and system RAH are ac
cessed only by the Z80. Since there is dead, unused space 

between the end of systea RAH at 4100H and start of tne 
Display RAH at F800H, there’d be no problem with a 2k system 
RAH (the 6116) occupying 4000H through 4800H. The extra 1792 
memory bytes are wasted, but a single 6116 IC is cheaper than 
two 2112 chips, which are not readily available in high-speed 
versions.

With Superclock installed (or an extra 6116 in its’ place) 
the added 2k memory for the second page of screen storage oc
cupies address 8000H through 87FFH—still not in our way. 
The memory access is ambiguously decoded so RAH also appears 
to be at any address which has A15 high and A14 low, such as 
9000H, A000H, and 8000H. This is also tru for the Display 
Hemory at F800H, and appears to be at any address where both 
A14 and A15 are high, such as C800H, D800H, and E800H. This 
is so because only A14 and A15 determin which bank of memory 
to access. You have a choice of ROH, system RAH, Superclock 
RAH, or Display RAH.

Note that I had to examine the Superset ROH’s machine lan
guage to find the Superclock’s memory address.

Here are the addresses of vendors supplying parts recom
mended in part one for installation in the H19 TLB speedup 
modifications:

JAHECO ELECTRONICS
1355 Shoreway Road
Belmont, CA 94002
415-592-8097
($25 minimum order)
6116P-2 $2.95
6116LP-2 $3.25 (low power version)

DIGI-KEY
P 0 Box 677
Thief River Falls, 
HN 56701-9988 
800-344-4539

JDR HICRODEVICES 
2233 Branham Lane 
San Jose, CA 95124 
800-538-5000 
(No minimum order) 
HH6116-2 $4.95
HH6116LP-2 $5.49

(Digi-Key’s catalog 
didn’t list the 6116 
they're an excellent 
other-parts source.)

[Editor’s comments: This TLB 3-Hc/S clock speedup is dif
ferent than one given some time ago in REMark 132 (Sept ’82): 
"H19 Processor Speedup" by Peter Shoemaker. Peter’s fix es
sentially doubled CPU.clock speed from stock 2HC/s to 4HC/s. 
(But he didn't say it did anything about those black flecks.) 
Back in 1986, Lee Hart modified our H89's TLB for "The Final 
HU6C0N" with an early version of "Superset". We didn’t want 
to undo Lee’s work therefore didn’t try Shoemaker's idea, but 
it looks as if it'd work ok. Rick’s version will work just 
fine, but DO carefully follow his directions! Lee’s "Flick
er-Free" TLB modification works as Rick’s does but swaps cur
rent-hogging ICs for low-power CHOS ICs, thereby reducing TLB 
power-supply consumption by about 300mA...Really COOL! Stay 
tuned, there’s more from Rick on the next page....]
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kick’s hard—disc information
HARD-DISC NEWS: 

QUIKSTOR/SUPERSET UPDATE 
by

Associate Editor Rick Swenton

John Turley sent me a letter outlining ho* my patch to 
SASIX.COM didn’t fix his problem with the Quikstor hard-disc 
software. His letter prompted me to do some more investiga
tion into wnat's really happening.

For those unfamiliar with Quikstor hard-disc software, on 
booting your system the hard-disc boot track software will 
display a menu screen which shows available partions, and
allows you to select the one you want to boot from. The
problem is, that when this screen is displayed, the operating 
system has not yet been loaded! The boot software has to
make some assumptions about the running system, such as
console port, baud rate, terminal type, and so on. This 
means that there’s a restriction on what specific hardware 
configuration can run with the Quikstor software. Quikstor 
software does a test to see if the terminal and host compu
ter’s baud rates are matched. If they are not, it changes 
the host baud rate until it matches the terminal. The 
terminal must then send something back that the host inter
prets as "the baud rates are matched". [To verify this hap
pens] I tried disconnecting the data line between terminal 
and host—the boot menu screen didn’t appear; the terminal 
MUST signal the host in order for the screen to appear.

Quikstor is specified to run on H8 or H89 "standard" hard
ware—which means, "the way it came from the factory". No 
software vendor could possibly support all the potential 
variations; some limits had to be set. Only the H19 and H/Z- 
29 terminals are supported. I know I’d previously stated I’d 
had problems with the H29 terminal on the H8. But that was so 
long ago that I was all wet. Actually, I was able to bring up 
the H29, but as I discovered, there are so many pitfalls [with 
this terminal] that it’s easy to draw the wrong conclusions. 
(Guess it’s rather like proclaiming your latest program to be 
8UG FREE!)

There are many H19 terminal upgrade ROMs available with 
which it’s functioning can be enhanced. Unfortunately, after 
most of these upgrades, the terminal no longer appears like a 
factory-standard device when Quikstor goes out and looks at 
it.

I have two H89 systems with Superset and Quikstor install
ed. I’ve patched SASIX which replaces bytes D3 E8 at addres
ses 313 and 31F with zeros (NOPs). As John Turley [correc
tly] pointed out, this patch prevents Quikstor from changing 
the terminal’s baud rate. On an H89 this isn’t a problem 
because the MTR-90 RON presets the console port to a pre
determined state (9600 or 19200 baud). Both H89 systems 
display the boot-menu screen with SASIX patched [as stated

above]. The H8 is another story....

Often I wonder about me. It seems I never knew that my H8 
was unable to display the Quikstor boot menu on an H19 term
inal with Superset installed. I’d been autoboo'ing tne darn
ed thing for years! As Jonn Turley oointec cut, unlixe the 
MTR-90 ROM in the H89/9Q, an H8’s PAM-37 ROM doesn't initial
ise tne console port. In an H8, if you apply my patch to SA
SIX, the console port never gets initialised! (Remember, the 
operating system hasn’t been loaded yet.)

The next thing I did was to copy a code fragment from the 
MTR-90 and patch it into the H8’s PAM-37 ROM. This fragment 
is code which initialises the console port according to the 
value (9600 or 19200) set on the general-purpose port’s dip 
switch. Now, after installing the updated PAM-37 ROM and 
using a patched SASIX, the H8 can now display the boot menu 
on an H19 with Superset installed. The H8 works with an H/Z- 
29 terminal as well.

Still in the envestigative mood, I unleashed ay ADDS-2020 
terminal. This terminal has a nice feature which can be used 
as a diagnostic tool. It can display ALL incoming characters 
—even unpntable ones such as control characters. I placed 
this terminal on the H19’s output line and monitored what the 
H19 was sending back to the host which satisfied the host 
that it was OK to send the boot screen. It seems the H19 can 
send many combinations which satisfy the host computer. For 
example, I’ve seen "ESC [ 1 ; 1 R' as well as "ESC [ 20 ; 59 
R*. It was interesting.

Then I connected the ADDS terminal to the H8 to see if I 
could "fake" H8 into thinking that the ADDS was an H19. I 
was pleased to discover that all I had to do was type an *R" 
on the ADDS and the H8 would display the boot screen (even 
though it was "trashed" since the ADDS isn’t an ANSI termin
al). Remember, SASIX.COM is still patched to inhibit auto
baud rate detection.

Presently I’m waiting to hear from John about how the new 
PAM-37 worked out for him. I’m still at a loss as to why the 
patched SASIX didn't work on his H89.

About this auto-baud sensing stuff: It’s a real pain in 
the neck! On the H8, I suppose it’s possible that if your 
terminal and host baud rate don’t match, it can make it 
easier on the user who doesn’t know how to set [dip] switch
es. But on the H89, auto-baud sensing is actually a dis
advantage. As Lee Hart has pointed out, if baud rates 
(switches) don’t match on powerup, you’ll never get the H: 
prompt. You can’t boot anything until you get the H: prompt.

For those of you whom are contemplating purchase of Quik
stor software, don’t let this discussion frighten you away. 
I've been using it for years and never knew ay modified H8

SASIX.COM
SASIX.COM
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couldn't bring up that one screen—which isn’t needed except 
for exotic setups. You can still do 90i of the functions 
either through H8 switch settings or by H:-prompt command 
passing, ft "factory-standard" H8/H19/H29 should work fine. 
(We're sometimes our own worst enemies!)

[That last sounds like something that comics character Pogo 
used to say, "He has met the enemy and they is us!" These 
two articles explain more about Quikstor’s hard-disc systems 
and driver software than we ever imagined was available for 
or about our "primitive" 8-bit machines. Frankly, we’re 
puzzled as to why so many people insist that 8-bits is 
"dead". A great deal of our military hardware still uses 
"hardened" Z80 CPUs; Z80 assembly language programming is 
still being taught in colleges and umversitys, and many so- 
called 16-bit machines are capable of reading and running 
scads of programs in Z80 code without burning the VDT screen! 
Computers may not yet be able to think for themselves, but we 
feel that in many cases our 8-bit machines are at least as 
smart as their owners/operators...perhaps twice as smart as 
most detractors of the same 8-bit machines. -- ed]

OR SALE... FOR SALE... FOR SALE... FOR SALE... FOR SA

SUPER BARGAINS!

One Z89A w/lOmeg 2-partition hard disc & control board; disc 
is LOADED w/software...$175 firm!

One Z89 CPU and one Z89 TLB, $10 each.

One half-height 96tpi drive, $25.

Original TXTPRO v4.1 dist disc, $25.

Ong CP/M Ver 2.02.04 distribution disc set w/manual, $50.

Original HUG MAPLE CP/M Modem v2.1.6 disc, $10.

HDOS 2.0 manual, $15.

Original HUG CHEAPCALC spreadsheet disc, $10.

EPSON DX20 Daisy-wheel printer w/paper tractor, two NEW font 
wheels, parallel and serial cables, $125.

Everything's in PERFECT condition. PACKING i SHIPPING EXTRA. 
Write or call Anthony Musnick, 222 Marple Road, Broomall, PA 
19008; phone 215-356-2849.

ALE... FOR SALE... FOR SALE... FOR SALE... FOR SALE..

A<1h Sr. Oth<;r- Stuff'

“A Dedicated Computer-Collector's Special"
-> + + + f + + + + + + f + + + + + i- + <-

ALSPft B-bit Model ACI-1 w/"wounded“ 1.2meg 8-inch drive, CP/M 
operating system, misc software & manuals, 3 serial I/O ports 
for modem, printer, H19 terminal (included). Asking $95, but 
do call Lenny at the JOURNAL, 313-662-0750 9am*5pm EST wkdys.

-> EIGHT-BIT VENDOR DIRECTORY <”

CDR SYSTEMS, Inc., 7210 Clairemont Mesa Blvd., San Diego, CA 
92111; phone 619-560-1272

8-bit machine memory devices, software, etc.
D-G ELECTRONIC DEVELOPMENTS Co., 700 S Armstrong, Denison TX 

75020; phone 214-465-7805 (Central Time Zone)
8-bit "Heartbeat" computer, 8-bit "Super89" CPU up
grade/ replacement board. Bruce Denton, president.
Service 6 advice available, also some H8 and H/Z89 
hardware at clearance prices! Certified GOOD GUYS. 

DISK MOVERS, 8534 McCormick Blvd, Skokie, IL 60076; phone 
708-679-3727-ask for Miriam Campbell. Carry HARD SEC

TOR discs for our H/Z89s. Bulk quantities at low 
prices! VERY NICE, VERY HELPFUL PEOPLE!

MAGNOLIA MICROSYSTEMS, 2818 Thorndyke Avenue Nest, Seattle, 
HA 98199; phone 206-285-7266 (Pacific Time Zone)

Special memory upgrades and op-systems for H/Z89, 90s 
MICRONICS TECHNOLOGY, Suite 159, 54 Dalrada Road, Montgomery, 

AL 36109; phone 205-244-1597 voice, 205-244-0192 bbs, 
(Central Time Zone). Darrell C Pelan, president. 
Software, hardware—especially hard drives for '89s. 
Catalogue & 8-bit help available. A REALLY GOOD GUY! 

New Orleans Data General Services, 7230 Chadbourne Drive, 
New Orleans, LA 70126; phone 504-241-9388-"Dave".

Colour and sound boards for H8, H89. Out of busi
ness, but will provide tech advice. ANOTHER REALLY 
GOOD GUY!

QUIKDATA COMPUTER SERVICES, Inc., 2618 Penn Circle, Sheboygan 
HI 53081; phone 414-452-4172—Henry Fale (Fah-lay) Prop.

Mfgr, sales, service, 8-bit machine support $ parts; 
publishes "H-SCOOP, THE Heath/Zemth user’s newslet
ter", 24 hour H/Z user BBS. Always busy, but A SUPER 
REALLY-GOOD GUY!

SIGMASOFT & SYSTEMS, 17000 Dallas Parkway 1207, Dallas, TX 
75248; phone 214-380-6187—Clay Montgomery, Proprietor; 

hardware/peripherals mfgr, software publisher, harf 
ware & tech support, RAM drives, hi-res grafix ad 
ons for ’89/90s. Catalog & help—A REALLY GOOD 

SKYCASTLE COMPUTER PRODUCTS, Box 1412, San Carlos, CA 
415-254-3931 after 6pm Pacific Coast time—ask f 

Calligraphy-11, grafix products. A REALLY 
TMSI/LEE HART, 323 West 19th Street, Holland, MI 

"Inovative Products for the H/Z89"
Misc. 8-bit hardware items, hardware/1- 
of ’89/90s; write for catalogue, he)
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WRITING BAS I C ( ern.1 1 y )
CREATING MODULAR PROGRAMMES IN 8ASIC 

Part One of a Continuing Series 
by

Editorial Assistant, A Stapher

Probably every one of our readers has tried to write (or 
has written) a program in one of Heath’s BASIC dialects, ET- 
3400(A) trainer-module Tiny BASIC, Cassette or HDDS “Benton 
Harbor" BASIC, HDOS or CP/M M8ASIC. And if you're like most 
computer users, you probably just skimmed through the in
struction manual, anxious to get started. 8y non you’ve 
learned horn your "Grey 8ox" works, and it’s high time you 
found out how write your own programs both economically and 
elegantly in BASIC!

"Hey!" someone asks, "Why should I learn how to write pro
grams in BASIC?! I can buy almost anything I need!"

The answer to this is simple: Our machines, although con
sidered pnmative by peesee and clone owners, are quite cap
able of performing a multitude of the jobs now being run on 
the 8ig Bucks machines. What’s lacking is newer software to 
make up for our machine’s limited memory space by their being 
more tightly written MODULARly so as to exploit MBASIC’s way 
of CHAINing program elements "on the fly" (more about this 
capability later).

He shall now present a brief description of One of The 
Serious Programmer's Finest Tools—The Outline. An outline 
can be as complicated as any legal document, or simply a list 
of things to do written in either ascending or descending 
order of importance. Put another way, you write down what 
you want a program to do, then describe major parts of how 
the program should proceed to carry out your desires. This 
is known as Program Planning—a most necessary first step.

Usually you’re writing an application program with which 
you intend to solve a particular problem in your area of in
terest-statistics, business, word-processing, a game, or 
whatnot. In order to effectively compose and test your pro
gram you plan your sequence of activities carefully. Let’s 
say you’d like to write a prograa that produces mortgage 
amortisation tables. Here’s an example sequence:

— Determine information to be stored and retrieved
— Design displays and reports froa the computer
— Outline input dialogue
— Design information storage system if required
— Produce overall prograa design
— Write BASIC prograa aodules
— "Smoke-test" prograa aodules with typical data
— Trial-run prograa on a "real" job, then aodify the 

prograa as required (also known as "fine tuning")

Now, before you set down at the keyboard, reaeaber that 

our H/Z machines allow a maximum of 24 lines 80 character/- 
spaces (or columns) wide on the screen at a time. Deliber
ately work this limitation to your advantage by planning your 
program in modules (small segments) so that each program 
section tends to stand alone, and will perform a single given 
job. This design principle can later be used to easily 
incorporate sections with other stand-alone sections into an 
elegantly functioning whole. Or (if the program starts grow
ing toward your computer memory’s limit), into several small, 
dedicated stand-alone but chainable programs. The chaining 
technique can quite easily overcome our Grey Box’s limits, 
because—unlike programmers working with Big Buck$ machines— 
you can't let the program get bigger than the operating 
system and useable memory space!

Let’s take a quick look at "top down" prograa design. Top 
down design laplies a philosophical approach to problem solu
tion rather than a rigorous use of technical tools. It re
quires that you think of your problem in its’ most all-encom
passing sense. Let’s first lay out a rough box-shape sketch 
of the entire problem on a blank piece of paper. Print a 
title: "Entire Problem" in the middle of your box.

Now we’ll subdivide on another blank piece of paper that 
"huge" problem into several major parts, usually from three 
to four. Let’s assume you have three major parts, named from 
left to right, "Inputs", "Processes", and "Outputs".

Next, divide each major part down into more and more de
tail. Under "Inputs' (again from left to right), might be 
two boxes named "From Files" and "From User". Under "Proces
ses" might be three boxes, "Sorts", "Searches", and "Calcula
tions*. And under "Outputs" you might have two boxes, one 
labelled "To Printer", and the other "To Screen".

If you've stuck with us thus far, you can see that what we 
have done closely resembles the kind of outline you’d create 
before writing an article or an essay. That is, first you 
describe the entire topic, then divide it into its’ major 
parts, then subdivide each major part into its’ minor parts.

You can use this "Top Down" outline approach in creating a 
BASIC prograa. Ne can assume that each major part will be 
calling subroutines (GOSUBs). This is a "planned delay" 
which lets you work on one or more specific routines without 
worrying too much about other parts of the prograa until 
later. Nhen you have a nuaber of independant subroutines 
which can work in stand-alone aode they can be thought of as 
skeletal portions of your entire prograa. This approach also 
is very helpful because it allows you to perfect each subrou
tine well before trying to debug the entire prograa.

In our next installment we’ll take up "Structured Progra
ming as Applied to Modular Programming". Ne hope that you’ll 
continue with us because we’ll be writing a program together!
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WR X I’ T NO BAS TO ( 1 1 y )------Illustrations

+-------------------------------------------------------- +
I I
I I4----------------------- + ;

! Rough sketch of ! entire problem ! I ——————————————————— +
I 1
I 1
+ —----------- — —  —------------------------ . — — — — --------------------------------------------- ---------------------------------------------— — —------------------- — — +

Step one — make a rough sketch of the entire problem

! Entire Problem J

!Inputs;
+■---------------------+

!Processes! !Outputs;

Step two -- identify individual computational elements

! Problem !

I Inputs; J Processes! ;Outputs;

+■------ h
!From ! 
!files!

+---- +
I From J 
J user;

;sorts; d-------h Searches! To ! ! To ! 
[Printer! J Screen!

! Calculations

Step three — further break down computational elements

[To be continued in our next (January, 1991) edition]
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I’he JOURNAL. ’ ss CATALOGUE RAGE
Discontinued (“Vintage") H/Z Eight-bit CP/M software in Orig
inal Factory-Sealed Packages. Warranties WILL BE HONORED by 
Heath. All *Demo" software runs EXACTLY AS WARRANTIED PACK
AGES DO, but updates aren’t available (usually won’t natter). 

NOTE:
Continuing Education (EC) packages are complete w/lectures on 
cassette & final (college-acceptable credits) examination.

Item H/Z cat » Description Price

SJ-XTRA CP/M-80 for WH47-reforaattted to EITHER Hard 
or Soft Sector 5.25” discs, $8 (Please Specify!).... $19.95

SJ-1 EC-1101 Programming in FORTRAN » 39.95
SJ-2 173-57-1 MICROSOFT FORTRAN v3.4 (demo) * 39.95
SJ-3 173-66-1 Programming in COBOL » 29.95
SJ-4 173-58-1 COBOL-80 v4.0 Demo w/docuaents » 29.95
SJ-5 EC-1110 Programming in Microsoft BASIC » 29.95
SJ-6 HMS 837-1 CP/M MBASIC-80 softsector (wty) » 39.95
SJ-7 HMS 817-1 CP/M M8ASIC-80, hardsector * « 39.95
SJ-8 173-56-1 MBASIC-80 (CP/M) demo w/aanual » 29.95
SJ-12 173-60-1 Softstuff CPS modem pgm (demo) 3.95
SJ-13 173-67-1 “Micropro“ SUPERSORT for Wordstar 9.95
SJ-14 173-91-1 M-Pro MAIL MERGE w/warranty 9.95
SJ-15 HDR-837-3 M-Pro DESPOOLER w/warranty 9.95
SJ-16 173-201-1 MICROSTAT database wty, aanual 49.95
SJ-22 173-61-1 SOFSTUFF GENRAL LEDGER pgm 10.95
SJ-23 173-62-1 SOFTSTUFF INVENTORY pgm 10.95
SJ-24 173-70-1 DATASTAR (w/warranty) 10.95

1 -
2 -

Prices include shipping inside continental U.S.A, only, 
we WILL NOT accept opened returns.

3 - All *Deao“ software packages work EXACTLY as warrantied
versions except manual pages are red over-stamped. (They’re 
easy to read through a red cellophane overlay.)

4 - Some CP/M programs may not work on non-Heath machines, 
but usually can be patched with DDT (or equal) 4 run ok. ALL 
will run on H/Z-1OO series machines on 8-bit side.

5 - On request we’ll convert between hard- and soft-sector 
formats, between H/Z 5.25“ and 8* formats (KAYPRO or Magnolia 
ss,sd 5.25“ discs on special order) at $5 each 5.25“ target 
disc. Original distribution disc(s) will be included with 
converted discs. (Caveat: Some Heath Terminal escape codes 
aren’t Kaypro 8-bit-machine compatable.)

Contact Gus Bakalis at D:KUG.D0C, 313-755-2060, or L Geisler 
at SEBHC JOURNAL, 313-662-0750 if you need more information. 
Note: Profits from any software sales made thru D:KUG.D0C go 
toward D:KUG.DOC’s operating expenses.

NOTE: means 10k off both packages if ordered as a pair
w/matching course-example: M8ASIC 4 Programming in M8ASIC, 
COBOL 4 Programming in COBOL, etc.

Most CP/M-80 runs on H/ZlOO-senes machines under CP/M-85 4 6

FIBRE-BOUND SEBHC JOURNAL BACK-ISSUE VOLUMES

Catalog No. Description Price
V-I : Volume I (Numbers 1 thru 12) Aug-86 - Jul-87.. $22.50» 
V-II - Volume II (Nos 1 thru 12) Aug-87 — Jul-88.... $22.50* 
V-III = Volume III (Nos 1 thru 12) Aug-88 - Jul-89... $22.50* 
V-IV : Volume IV (Nos 1 thru 12) Aug-89 - Jul-90. . . . . .  $22.50* 
V-PLUS = All FOUR Complete Volumes 8 25k OFF!. . . . . . . . . . . $67.50 
BI-V5:It : Single Issues From Volume V, only. . . . . . . . . . . .  $ 2.50

RENEWALS or NEW ONE and TWO YEAR SUBSCRIPTIONS

Order No. R-l - Regular One Year Subscription, USA 4 FOREIGN, 
$24.00

Order No. A-l = AIR MAIL USA, FOREIGN lyr Subscription $35.00
Order No. R-2 - Regular Two Year Subscription. . . . . . . . . . . . . $44.00
Order No. A-2 - AIR MAIL USA, FOREIGN 2yr Subscription $55.00

SPECIAL INFORMATION ABOUT YOUR SUBSCRIPTION

All subscriptions start in the month your order is receiv
ed. Renewals continue from expriation month (example: add
ress label top line reads “<999> expires Aug-99“. If renewal 
payment is received BEFORE September 15, 1999, you’ll receive 
another FULL year. Label top line would then read “<999> exp 
Aug-2000*. Later payment is treated as a NEW subscription.)

SEBHC JOURNAL SOFTWARE DISCS

Order No. Description Price
CGDIOS 40trk ss soft-sector CP/M-80 Games Disc 10. . . . . . . $ 6.96

(Assorted games 4 utilities)
CGDIOH 40trk ss HARD-sector CP/M-80 Games Disc 10. . . . . . S 7.96
HPCPIOS 40trk ss soft-sector HDOS 2.0 “Programmer’s CARE

Package* Disc 10 (Misc .ABS 4 .BAS utilities)..$ 3.00 
HPCPIOH 40trk ss HARD-sector HDOS 2.0 "Prgrmr’s CARE*..$ 3.66 
WSKPS WordStar H/Z19/89 Keypatch "> DISCONTINUED <- 
HTXTS 40trk ss soft-sector TeXT PROcessor disc. . . . . . . . . $29.50

HTXTH 40trk ss TeXT PROcessor on 2-HARD-sector discs $30.95
CTXTS CP/M 40trk ss soft-sector TeXT PROcessor disc $29.50
CTXTH CP/M TeXT PROcessor on 2-HARD-sector ss discs..$30.95 

NOTE: All above TeXT PROcessors come with ON-DISC MANUAL 
Last published Version 4.1 for HDOS 2.0, 3.0 4 CP/M-80.

:=> When ordering Please:

1 - Pay ONLY by US Dollar Cheques or Money Orders.
2 - Allow about four weeks for single back-issues.
3 - Allow 5-30 days for discs, software 4 bound volumes.
4 - Use order blank on opposite page; list catalog nuaber 

price and quantity of each item and mail with payment.
5 - Include THIS issue's mailing label with your order! 

NOTE: Unless otherwise indicated, postage, 'handling* and 
shipping is included in all above-listed prices.
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= = > UNCLASSIFIED AD SECTION <==

FOR SALE: Two Complete WORKING H8 setups including these discrete parts:
I tem

1
Qty 

1 ea
Description

H8 motherboard
2 1 ea Trionyx H8 motherboard w/.fans
3 1 ea H8-37 Soft-sector disc controller board
4 1 ea HA8-6 Z80 CPU board
5 3 ea WH8-64k RAM boards
6 2 ea H8-4 4-port serial I/O boards
7 1 ea H17 Drive cabinet w/1 std 40trk & 2 80trk half-height
8 1 ea

drives
H17 Drive cabinet w/3 80trk full-height drives

9 3 ea H8-16 (16k) RAM boards
10 2 ea H8-8 (8k) Static RAM boards
11 1 ea Trionyx X/2 H8 Bank Select board
12 1 ea ZH8 Trionyx CPU board
13 I ea HA8-3 NODG Color Graphics board, manual, software & TV
14 1 ea

modulator (chan 3 or 4) 
Heathkit H8 8080 CPU board

15 1 ea Morrow WIDGET WORKS H81A board
16 1 ea Heathkit 2-port serial cassette I/O board
17 1 ea H29 terminal
18 1 ea Z29 terminal
PLUS All hardware & software manuals plus CP/M operating system & SCADS
Of Other Nifty Software! Packing & shipping extra, at cost.

*—> Will Accept Your Best Offer Over $350 For The Entire Lot! <--» 
Contact: Walter Ellis jr, 2528 Forest Ave, Lansing, MI 48910-3108 

Phone 571-372-4956 any time.
-------------------> Detach before filling out & mailing... <----------

The S u 1> s (5 i t i o n Kt. O red er 1 Jink

Name Order No. Qty Price ea Total

Mailing Address I ] I 1 $ $

City I 1 ( ] $ $

State/Prov [ 1 I 1 $ $

Zip/PO Code _________ Count ry_______ [____ 1 (._ 1 $_

Phone number(s) [ I [ 1 $ $

H/Z Computer: H8[ ] H89[ ) H90[ ] [ ] ! J $ $

Oper Sys: HDOS Ver CP/M Ver 1 1 1 ] $ $
Other (ZCPR, etc.)__
Computer used mainly for —

I ] [ 1 $ $

Favourite Programming Lanugage(s) Total of this order: $
 Please, NO C.O.D. orders!

=> Please Pay by Cheque or Money Order Made Out to: L E Geisler <= 
NOTE—Only bound back issues of Volumes I thru IV now available! 

THANK YOU FOR YOUR ORDER!
Rev 1901130
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* The SEBHC JOURNAL is published once a aonth and strives to 
be aailed by the 20th of a aonth. Editorial copy deadline is 
the 10th of every aonth (weather 4 holidays perwitting).

» Subscriptions: $24.00/year in Canada, Mexico, USA and its' 
possessions. All subscriptions are aailed FIRST CLASS. Sub
scriptions start the aonth following order receipt. PLEASE 
NAKE CHEQUES or NONEY ORDERS PAYABLE TO L E GEISLER, NOT "the 
JOURNAL* or 'SE8HC*. Current back-issue copies are available 
at $2.50 each. See order blank for bound voluee discounts.

» Subscribers are autoeatically Society of Eight-Bit Heath 
Coaputeusts aeabers. Neaber’s subscription nuaber and 
expiration are clearly printed on aailing labels. The three 
aeaber classes are: REGULAR (voting H/Z 8-bit user) ADVER
TISING (one vote/vendor) and ASSOCIATE (non-8-bit cowputer- 
ist, library, etc.). REGULAR aeabers can hold any elective 
Society office. ASSOCIATE aeabers cannot hold office or 
vote. The Society’s official yearly aeeting place and tiae 
is announced every July in the JOURNAL. Advance registration 
of US$25 for each attendee no later than 30 July, please.

< All advertising is printed Free Of Charge. Vendors: Please 
do subait your 84N "caaera-ready* ad copy, 7"w x 9*h (1 page 
to an issue) no later than the 10th of aonth in which it's 
scheduled to appear. All Society aeabers can run one new 
free 250-word (eaxiaua) Unclassified Mant Ad every aonth.

» All subsribers/aeabers are urged to subait their H/Z-onen- 
ted coaputer articles on disc in standard ASCII foraat rather 
than as hard copy. If a word needs to be eephasised or 
italicised please insert these syebols PRECEEDING the word: 
[EHPHj for eaphasise, [UAL] for italics. We’ll return your 
disc after copying it and will gladly copy any SEBHC JOURNAL 
software disc onto it. Note: Ne can't pay authors but we do 
extend their subscription another year for a published 
article.

* The SEBHC JOURNAL is cotposed, edited and published by L E 
Geisler at 895 Starwick Drive, Ann Arbor, NI 48105. Phone 
313-662-0750, 9aa - 6pa Eastern Tine Zone, Non thru Fn only. 
Other tiaes (EMERGENCIES ONLY): 313-769-6052 (residence).

Serving H/Z 8~Dit Users Since 1986
SEBHC Journal
895 Starwick Drive
Ann Arbor, MI 48105
* ADDRESS CORRECTION REQUESTED
» RETURN POSTAGE GUARANTEED

==> FIRST CLASS POSTAGE ATTACHED <==

To Whom It May Concern:
I S *NOT* Junk Mail I


